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Set No 29

Direction: Given sentences are not in their exact position. Rearrange them to make a coherent paragraph and then answer the questions given below.

A. We do need to guard against unfair trade practices, such as goods made in China being routed through some countries with which India has an FTA, flouting all rules of origin and local value-addition norms.

B. This is integral to the ongoing process of eliminating from Indian business assorted means of enrichment that have little do with efficient creation of value.

C. India can hope to end its present exclusion from global value chains — across various industry segments — through membership of RCEP.

D. At the same time, the government needs to appreciate that global trade and exposure to import competition constitute a sure method of raising Indian industry’s competitiveness.

E. In parallel, there’s the need to put in place clear-cut safeguards measures to prevent dumping of goods, especially from China.

1. Which of the following should be the FOURTH sentence after the rearrangement?
   A. A  B. B  C. C  D. D  E. E

2. Which of the following should be the SECOND sentence after the rearrangement?
   A. A  B. B  C. C  D. D  E. E

3. Which of the following should be the THIRD sentence after the rearrangement?
   A. A  B. B  C. C  D. D  E. E

4. Which of the following should be the FIRST sentence after the rearrangement?
   A. A  B. B  C. C  D. D  E. E

5. Which of the following should be the FIFTH sentence after the rearrangement?
   A. A  B. B  C. C  D. D  E. E
Correct Answers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Explanations:

1. The first sentence should seem like an introduction to the topic. After reading all the sentences, statement C seems to be the most appropriate choice. It speaks about India’s hope to end its present exclusion from global value chains.

Further, statement E picks up where fragment C has left off and they make sense together. The sentence starts with ‘in parallel’ which indicates other measures that are to be taken to make India’s hopes come true. **Thus, fragment C and fragment E make a pair.**

Now, if we read the sentences carefully, we find that statement E mentions ‘dumping of goods’ from China and statement A carries on with the mention of ‘unfair trade practices’ and how goods made in China are routed. They make a meaningful sentence together. **Thus, fragment E and fragment A also make a mandatory pair.** So far, the correct sequence of statements is: **CEA**

The fourth sentence should add meaning to the idea being formed. A complete ban on Chinese goods would be impractical and the government should also consider imports to be an essential part of India’s trade competitiveness. Hence, the correct sequence of statements is: **CEADB**

Option D is hence the correct answer.

2. The first sentence should seem like an introduction to the topic. After reading all the sentences, statement C seems to be the most appropriate choice. It speaks about India’s hope to end its present exclusion from global value chains.

Further, statement E picks up where fragment C has left off and they make sense together. The sentence starts with ‘in parallel’ which indicates other measures that are to be taken to make India’s hopes come true. **Thus, fragment C and fragment E make a pair.**

Now, if we read the sentences carefully, we find that statement E mentions ‘dumping of goods’ from China and statement A carries on with the mention of ‘unfair trade practices’ and how goods made in China are routed. They make a meaningful sentence together. **Thus, fragment E and fragment A also make a mandatory pair.** So far, the correct sequence of statements is: **CEA**

The fourth sentence should add meaning to the idea being formed. A complete ban on Chinese goods would be impractical and the government should also consider imports to be an essential part of India’s trade competitiveness. Hence, the correct sequence of statements is: **CEADB**

Option E is hence the correct answer.
3. The first sentence should seem like an introduction to the topic. After reading all the sentences, statement C seems to be the most appropriate choice. It speaks about India’s hope to end its present exclusion from global value chains.

Further, statement E picks up where fragment C has left off and they make sense together. The sentence starts with ‘in parallel’ which indicates other measures that are to be taken to make India’s hopes come true. Thus, fragment C and fragment E make a pair.

Now, if we read the sentences carefully, we find that statement E mentions ‘dumping of goods’ from China and statement A carries on with the mention of ‘unfair trade practices’ and how goods made in China are routed. They make a meaningful sentence together. Thus, fragment E and fragment A also make a mandatory pair. So far, the correct sequence of statements is: CEA

The fourth sentence should add meaning to the idea being formed. A complete ban on Chinese goods would be impractical and the government should also consider imports to be an essential part of India’s trade competitiveness. Hence, the correct sequence of statements is: CEADB

Option A is hence the correct answer.

4. The first sentence should seem like an introduction to the topic. After reading all the sentences, statement C seems to be the most appropriate choice. It speaks about India’s hope to end its present exclusion from global value chains.

Further, statement E picks up where fragment C has left off and they make sense together. The sentence starts with ‘in parallel’ which indicates other measures that are to be taken to make India’s hopes come true. Thus, fragment C and fragment E make a pair.

Now, if we read the sentences carefully, we find that statement E mentions ‘dumping of goods’ from China and statement A carries on with the mention of ‘unfair trade practices’ and how goods made in China are routed. They make a meaningful sentence together. Thus, fragment E and fragment A also make a mandatory pair. So far, the correct sequence of statements is: CEA

The fourth sentence should add meaning to the idea being formed. A complete ban on Chinese goods would be impractical and the government should also consider imports to be an essential part of India’s trade competitiveness. Hence, the correct sequence of statements is: CEADB

Option C is hence the correct answer.
5. The first sentence should seem like an introduction to the topic. After reading all the sentences, statement C seems to be the most appropriate choice. It speaks about India’s hope to end its present exclusion from global value chains.

Further, statement E picks up where fragment C has left off and they make sense together. The sentence starts with ‘in parallel’ which indicates other measures that are to be taken to make India’s hopes come true. **Thus, fragment C and fragment E make a pair.**

Now, if we read the sentences carefully, we find that statement E mentions ‘dumping of goods’ from China and statement A carries on with the mention of ‘unfair trade practices’ and how goods made in China are routed. They make a meaningful sentence together. **Thus, fragment E and fragment A also make a mandatory pair.** So far, the correct sequence of statements is: **CEA**

The fourth sentence should add meaning to the idea being formed. A complete ban on Chinese goods would be impractical and the government should also consider imports to be an essential part of India's trade competitiveness. Hence, the correct sequence of statements is: **CEADB**

Option B is hence the correct answer.
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